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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe three approaches of continuous
speech recognition. Two of them (referred to as (W,P)
and (W',P) models) take into account pronunciation
variants of words. They allow to handle (very common)
phonological french phenomena like liaisons or mute-e
elision. The (W',P) model introduces the phonotypical
level as defined in the MHAT Model [4,5]. Comparing
(W,P) and (W',P) models show a significant improvement
in recognition accuracy when a contextual language
model is introduced at this phonotypical level.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the present time, automatic speech recognition
systems pay attention to pronunciation variants [1],
especially for French: many words could be affected by
liaisons (insertion of a consonant at the end of a word)
mute-e and consonant cluster reduction. Taking these
phenomena into account during the training and the
recognition processes is a crucial matter. Much
researches has been done to introduce various
pronunciations of a single word in the lexicon [1,2,3] and
results have shown a significant reduction of error rate
(by relatively approx. 20%) for French, but this solution
is not optimal as it does not handle the context of words
within the sentence.

In previous years our main focus was to model French
phonological phenomena. This has led us to propose the
MHAT model (Markovian Harmonic Adaptation and
Transduction) [4,5]. Words are represented both through
contextual phonological groups (cpg's) and through
multiple pronunciation groups (mpg's) reflecting the
variants owed to word context within the sentence and all
the pronunciation variants of one, or more, contiguous
phonemes realized by a group of speakers. Linguistic
material has been developed (lexicons, phonological
rules, boundary rules, pronunciation rules) allowing us to
implement our phonological model. In order to deal with
speech variation for French, we decided to integrate

phonological contextual constraints at the level of the
language model. And this led us to work out new
methodologies for language model training and to adapt
recognition strategies.

2. METHOD

2.1. (W) and (W,P) models

2.1.1 (W) model

The classical approach to speech recognition consists in
deciding in favor of inflected word stringM*= m* 1...m*N
satisfying:

M* = argmaxM {p(M).q(Y|M) },

whereM=m1...mN denotes an inflected word string (the
W level of MHAT). The probabilitiesp(M) andq(Y|M)
are the contributions of respectively the language model
and the acoustic model.

2.1.2 (W,P) model

In order to take into account the pronunciation variants
we can introduce a model that includes a phonetic level P
involving complex representations (M,U) = (m1...mN ,
u1...uN) where uN is the pronunciation, at the P level, of
mN at the W level. Such a model is referred to as the
(W,P) model.

The classical approach is modified as follows. We decide
for (M*,U*) = (m* 1..m*N, u*1...u*N) satisfying:

(M*, U*) = argmaxM,U { p(M).r(U|M).q(Y|U)}

(assuming that the acoustic representationY depends
only on its phonetic representation).
In this model the probabilitiesp(M), r(U|M) andq(Y|U)
are the contributions of respectively the language model,
the phonetics model and acoustics one. The usual
recognition algorithms of HMM-based systems can be
applied if we assume that:
• ak-gram language. In the case of a bigram model:

p M( ) b mk 1– mk( )
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whereb(mk-1 mk) = p(mk | mk-1)

• a non-contextual phonetic model where

The (W,P) model is illustrated in Figure 1. The inflected
word «grande» (feminine form of French adjective for
«great») in this example has three phonetic variants
[gRãd ] , [gRãd] and [gRãn].

Figure 1: Illustration of an example of (W,P) model.

Previous work has proved that using a (W',P) model
yields better recognition rates than using a (W) model
[2,3,6].

2.2 Example of Sandhi rules for French

The main problem resulting from the (W, P) model is that
it does not take into account word context.

As an example reflecting this problem for French, let us
describe two very common phonological phenomena:
latent consonant and mute-e.

2.2.1. An example for latent consonant

The orthographic word «grand» (masculine form for
«great») can be realised either [gRã] or [gRãt] at the
phonetic level. At the phonological level, it is assumed
that «grand» cannot be pronounced [gRãt] when the
liaison is forbidden. It means that «grand» has two
contextual variants (called phonotypical variants):
• grand_1: «grand» / _ -liaison
• grand_2: «grand» / _ +liaison
«grand_1» (respectively «grand_2») is a phonotypical
variant of «grand» in forbidden (respectively authorized)
liaison context. In a more representative way, and using
mpg's, «grand_1» could be written /gRã(t'')/ with the
following pronunciation rule:

t'' --> | t
while «grand_2» would be /gRã/.

2.2.2. An example for mute-e

The inflected word «grande» (feminine form) is
pronounced [gRãd] in liaison context, otherwise [gRãd ]

or [gRãn]. It means that «grande» has two phonotypical
variants:
grande_1: «grande» / _ -liaison
grande_2: «grande» / _ +liaison
«grande_1» (respectively «grande_2») is a phonotypical
variant of «grande» in a forbidden liaison (respectively
authorized liaison) right-hand context. In a more
representative way, and using mpg's, «grande_1» could
be written /gRã(~d )/ with the following pronounciation
rule:

(d ) --> [d ] | [n]
while «grande_2» has only one pronunciation [gRãd].

These two examples show specific difficulties raised by
Sandhi rules applicable to French, as these rules lead to
major context-dependent modifications.

2.2.3 (W',P) model

We have proposed to take into account the effect of the
context by introducing a W' level (called phonotypical
level) of inflected contextual words. The decoding
problem is now as follows:
Decide in favor of(M'*, U*) = (m'* 1...m'*N, u*1...u*N)

satisfying:
(M'*, U*) = argmax M',U { p'(M') . r'(U|M') . q'(Y|U) },

where(M', U) = (m'1...m'N, u1...uN) consists of a string of
phonotypical words and a string of pronunciations at
level P. In this (W',P) model we assume that:

•

(in the case of a bigram model of phonotypical words)
where:

b'(m'k-1 m'k) = p'(m'k | m'k-1)

•

(non-contextual phonetic model).

In this modelthe effect of context is taken into account
by the language model defined by the phonotypical
bigrams b'(m'k-1m'k).

Figure 2 shows the modifications introduced by the
(W',P) model on the example of Figure 1.

Figure 2: Example of phonotypical bigrams.
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3. BUILDING A PHONOTYPICAL LANGUAGE
MODEL

As a first step, we chose the method presented below
(limited for the moment to bigram probabilities).
We can translate an orthographic corpus into
phonotypical representations, and then compute
phonotypical bigrams probabilities by taking into account
the occurrence of each phonotypical bigram in the
following formula:

b*(m'i mk) = count (m'i mk) / count(m'i).

The phonotypical translation was carried out successively
applying two kinds of rules:
• boundary rules between two words (optional, obliga-

tory or forbidden liaison) depending on their syntactic
categories,

• contextual adaptation: giving a word its phonotypical
representation, depending on boundaries as well as on
its phonological context in the sentence.

In addition we worked out a lexicon of phonotypical
representations of words and of their phonetic
realisations found out by applying pronunciation rules.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The investigation of the different models was possible
whithin the framework of the ARISE Project [7]. We
used the Philips continuous speech recognizer [8] that we
localized to French train-schedule information task.

4.1. Characteristics chosen for the recognizer

4.1.1 Acoustic parameters

Two different options were compared:
• either filter banks (14 channels (C) in the range of 350

to 3400 Hz + C + energy (E) + E + E )

• or 12 MFCC + the first 10 MFCC.

The number of gaussians per state was set either to 16 or
to 32 gaussians.

4.1.2 Number of phones

Because of the shortness of our corpus, we did not use
triphones. On the one hand, we use only monophones (38
of them, including extralinguistic sounds like F, oral
expiration, or x, something produced by the speaker but
unrecognized as a phoneme) and, on the other hand, we
used the 39 phones making a distinction between two
contextual allophones of [R] --one of them been realized
in the unvoiced, obstruent left-hand context.

4.2. Corpora

The corpus used in our investigation was collected as part
of the European ARISE Project [7].
It is 4 hours long and contains 4539 utterances. It was
divided into a training set of 4266 sentences and a test
corpus containing 273 utterances.
For the all these tests we were careful to select only
sentences that were both linguistically and pragmatically
relevant to the task.

4.3. Lexica

All our lexica were built from the BDLEX lexicon [9].
During the training of acoustic parameters, the lexicon
covers all the words contained in the training corpus (no
out-of-vocabulary word). Words may have different
pronunciations (average of 2.2 variants per inflected
word). It contains 2048 entries (i.e., 921 different
inflected words).
During the recognition process, the entries in the lexicon
depend on the representation of the language model:

• with a (W, P) level language model, the lexicon con-
tains 1914 entries (i.e., 895 different orthographic
words).

• with a language model at the (W',P) level , the lexicon
contains 4834 entries (i.e., 2512 different phonotypi-
cal words or 895 different inflected words).

The same inflected words are present in both the training
lexicon and the recognition lexica. But in the recognition
lexica, we compacted some expressions into a single
inflected entry (for example: je_voudrais (I would like)).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are presented in Table 1.
The word error rates presented in Table 1 are given by the
sum of the number of insertions, substitutions and
deletions (100%-accuracy rate).

It can be seen that the best results still show a 20.4% error
rate which, of course, seems high. However, this
unfavorable impression should be dispelled for we are
dealing with speaker-independent recognition of
spontaneous telephonic speech.

Furthermore, the amount of training data used is not such
as to allow for a triphone-based model.

∆ ∆ ∆∆
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Table 1: comparative results using an orthographic language model and a phonotypical language model.

inflected words' language model (W,P) phonotypical language model (W',P)

# gaussian # phones MFCC
word error

rate
# gaussian # phones MFCC

word error
rate

gain

16 38 no 28.2 16 38 no 24.8 -12.0%

16 38 yes 23.6 16 38 yes 21.6 -8.5%

16 39 no 26.7 16 39 no 26.0 -2.6%

16 39 yes 23.4 16 39 yes 22.5 -3.9%

32 38 no 23.6 32 38 no 21.7 -8.1%

32 38 yes 23.5 32 38 yes 21.8 -7.2%

32 39 no 25.4 32 39 no 24.6 -3.2%

32 39 yes 22.8 32 39 yes 20.4 -10.5%

It can be seen, that independently from the acoustic and
phonetic options, successively tried, results turned out
better with the (W',P) model (relatively 7% better).
As could be expected, the best results were obtained
when using 32 gaussians per state. Similarly, using
MFCCs makes for better results than when using filter
banks.

Finally, the use of 39 monophones (with 2 contextual
allophones of [R]) generally yields better results than 38.
To sum it up, the best results are obtained by using 32
gaussians per state, MFCCs, 39 phones and the (W',P)
model (20.4% error rate with words).

6. CONLUSION

We have investigated the contribution to ASR made by a
phonotypical language model in opposition to a standard
orthographic language model.

The experiments reported in this article confirm for
French the importance of the phonological context of
words which is the essential feature of this model. We
note that making use of the MHAT model with its
formalism --which is compatible with HMM-based
systems-- has enabled us to experiment under conditions
of real oral dialogues.

There remains, however, the drawback that this context
renders both lexicon and language model more complex.
Therefore, we are at present striving to find means of
simplifying the (W',P) model so as to make it easier to
handle.
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